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A B S T R A C T

Plasmon enhanced perovskite solar cells (PSCs) incorporated with AgAl and Au composite nanoparticles (NPs)
isolating from AgAl metal electrode with ultra-thin LiF spacer were investigated. PSCs with AgAl-Au composite
NPs got 17.02% of the power conversion efficiency (PCE), which is 11.10% higher than PCE (15.32%) of the
control PSC with only AgAl electrode. Furthermore, the hysteresis effect of PSCs with LiF modified AgAl and Au
composite NPs can be neglected compared to the control cells without NPs and LiF spacer. In the meanwhile,
carrier transport and collection probabilities of PSCs with AgAl and Au composite NPs were increased to 96.86%
from 89.51% in control cells, indicating the improved electron transport and extraction ability. The enhanced
PCEs of PSCs with AgAl(3 nm)/Au(2 nm)/LiF(1 nm) are attributed to the improved light absorption of perovskite
layer and the reduced contact barrier at metal electrode, which can be supported with its enhanced photon-to-
electron conversion efficiency (△IPCE) and the disappeared negative capacitive behavior. Furthermore, the
obviously reduced work function values of AgAl-Au composite NPs and AgAl metal electrode after LiF mod-
ification were observed with ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy spectra. Our results indicate that thermally
evaporating a ultra-thin LiF spacer can well inhibit the energy dissipation of plasmon effects of AgAl-Au com-
posite NPs and reduce the contact barrier between PCBM and AgAl metal electrode, which is an efficient strategy
to achieve efficient plasmon-enhanced perovskite solar cells.

1. Introduction

Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have attracted great attention due to its
promising advantages such as ease of fabrication, low-cost and high
efficiency [1–6]. The power conversion efficiency (PCE) of PSCs has
rapidly increased and broken through 20% in 2015 from 3% in 2009
[2,4]. Eventually, the certified PCE of PSCs was further promoted to
22.7%, which is approaching PCEs of commercial poly/monocrystalline
silicon solar cells [5,6].

PSCs are usually divided into mesoporous structure and planar
structure perovskite solar cells according to the different transmission
layer structure. In the typical mesoporous PSCs, a mesoporous TiO2

scaffold to support the perovskite layer can boost electron transport and
extract from perovksite layer to the electron transport layer, which can
tolerate more thickness (typical 400–500 nm) of perovskite layer to
obtain high efficient PSCs [3]. Furthermore, the mesoporous scaffolds
usually have light scatter function, which can further increase light

absorption of perovskite layer [7]. While planar perovskite solar cells
usually have less thickness and typical thickness of 200–350 nm for
high efficient planar PSCs because the thicker perovskite layer can in-
hibit carriers transport and extraction efficiency [8]. Therefore, planar
PSCs compared to mesoporous structure PSCs show less efficiency be-
cause the thinner perovskite active layer cannot fully absorb sunlight
[9,10]. However, planar perovskite solar cells compared to mesoporous
PSCs are expected to have more unique advantages such as more simple
fabrication, lower cost and more easily flexibility, which boost scien-
tists to seek more efficient planar PSCs [11,12].

Noble metal (Au and Ag) nanoparticles and nanostructures have
demonstrated an effective method to improve the light trapping cap-
ability of solar cells because of its localized surface plasmon resonance
effects (LSPRs), which have been successfully used to improve PCEs of
organic solar cells [13,14], dye-sensitized solar cells [15,16] and per-
ovskite solar cells [10,17]. The metal nanoparticles (NPs) may usually
be embedded into the photoactive layer, and/or carrier transport layer
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to improve light absorption of the photoactive layer [18–21]. The metal
NPs embedded in the photoactive layer need to be covered with the
insulator layer to avoid carrier recombination at the surface of metal
NPs. Metal NPs are preferred to be embedded into the carrier transport
layer, which can isolate metal NPs from the photoactive layer. Fur-
thermore, the uncovered metal nanoparticles embedded into the carrier
transport layer and modification layer can also reduce serial resistance
of cells due to its high conductivity [22–24]. Therefore, the enhanced
efficiency of perovskite and polymer solar cells embedded metal NPs
into carrier transport layer have been extensively reported, which are
primarily attributed to the increased absorption of the photoactive layer
and the improved carrier transport and extraction ability due to the
reduced serial resistance [21,25].

The plasmonic effects such as resonance light wavelength and in-
tensity of metal NPs can be flexibly adjusted by the type of metal used,
the morphologies, sizes, arrangements of NPs and the surrounding
medium [20,22,26]. Using Ag and Au dual NPs can greatly extend the
resonance wavelength range, which may realize the whole light ab-
sorption enhancement in the visible and near-IR wavelengths [20]. Lu
et al. reported a 20% PCE enhancement of polymer solar cells, where an
Ag and Au mixture NPs were incorporated into hole-transport layer,
resulting in the obviously increased light absorption of perovskite
photoactive layer and the improved carrier transport and extraction
[27]. Fu et al. incorporated Au@Ag core-shell nanocuboids into elec-
tron transport layer for meso-superstructure PSCs, leading to a sy-
nergistic plasmonic enhancement in PSCs. The excellent plasmonic
properties of Au@Ag nanocuboids yielded a champion PCE of 18.31%
for the hybrid PSCs, corresponding to 20.8% enhancement compared
with the pristine cells [23]. The metal NPs or metal nanostructures
incorporated into the rear side compared to the front side of the pho-
toactive layer usually have some advantages such as inhibiting the
destructive interference due to the Fano resonance effect and weak-
ening light loss caused by the self-absorption of metal NPs [28,29]. In
the meanwhile, metal NPs or metal nanostructures located at the rear
side of cells may easily be fabricated by a simple thermal evaporation
technique, and its plasmon effects including the resonance wavelength
ranges and intensity can be flexibly adjusted by changing nominal
thicknesses of metal, types of metal and surrounding medium
[13,26,30,31]. Yao et al. evaporated Ag and Au NPs in the WO3 anode
buffer layer in inverted polymer solar cells, which greatly improved
PCE due to widening the resonance wavelength range [30]. However,
metal NPs inserted into the WO3 layer can induce the shift of both work
function and valence band of contact interface between metal NPs and
WO3 layer, which would produce another energy barrier at the location
of metal NPs when carriers transport from the photoactive layer to
metal electrode. The 5-nm thick WO3 isolating layer between metal NPs
and Ag electrode is expected to reduce carrier tunnel probability from
metal NPs to Ag electrode, which would partly offset the advantage of
reduced serial resistance due to metal high conductivity [13,30,31]. In
this paper, AgAl-Au composite NPs combined with ultra-thin LiF spacer
were firstly modified onto AgAl metal electrode of perovskite solar cells
by thermally evaporation method. LiF as a spacer have been success-
fully applied to plasmon based polymer solar cells in our previous re-
port [26]. The perovskite layer have severer roughness compared to
polymer photoactive layer due to the large size perovskite grains.
However, the plasmon effects of AgAl-Au composite NPs evaporated
onto rough surface of perovskite/PCBM substrates can still be retained
by a ultra-thin LiF spacer of only 1 nm thickness, which obviously im-
prove the light absorption of perovskite layer. Furthermore, the LiF
spacer has modification function and can obviously reduce work
function of AgAl electrode, AgAl-Au composite NPs, which boost elec-
trons of PCBM layer easily cross the composite metal NPs and LiF spacer
and further transport to AgAl metal electrode because of the reduced
contact barrier between AgAl electrode and AgAl-Au composite NPs.

2. Experimental section

PSCs with a structure of Glass/ITO/NiOx/MAPbI3/PCBM/AgAl-Au
composite NPs/LiF/AgAl were fabricated, as shown schematically in
Fig. 1.

The pre-patterned indium tin oxide (ITO)/glass substrates with a
sheet resistance of 10Ω/sq were cleaned by ultra-sonication sequen-
tially in detergent, de-ionized water, acetone and isopropanol for
20min. After being dried in the oven, ITO coated glass substrates were
treated with ultraviolet ozone for 15min. NiO precursor solution was
then spin-coated at 4500 rpm for 45 s to form a 20-nm thick film, fol-
lowed by annealing at 275 °C for 45min in air. In a typical synthesis,
the nickel acetate tetrahydrate Ni CH COO H O( ( ) (4 )3 2 2 was dissolved in
2-methoxyethanol (C3H8O2) with monoethanolamine (NH2CH2CH2OH)
(MEA) (Sigma-Aldrich) (0.1 mol/L). The mole ratio of Ni2+: MEA was
maintained at 1:1 in solution. Then the solution was stirred in a glass
vial under air at 70 °C for 4 h. The solution appeared homogeneous and
deep green after approximately 40min [32]. After stirring, the solution
was stored in a refrigerator at 5 °C. Then NiOx films were allowed to
cool down before being transferred to a nitrogen-filled glovebox for
further processing. The perovskite precursor solution was prepared by
dissolving 1M methyl ammonium iodide (MAI, 1-Material Inc.) and 1M
lead (Ⅱ) iodide (PbI2, 99.9%, Aladdin Reagents) in a mixture of di-
methyl sulphoxide (DMSO, AR 99% GC, Aladdin Reagents) and γ- Bu-
tyrolactone (GBL, AR 99% GC, Aladdin Reagents) (7:3 v/v). After
stirring overnight, the solution was ready for use. The CH3NH3PbI3
(MAPbI3) film was spin-coated on the surface of NiOx hole-transport
layer by a consecutive two-step spin-coating process at 1500 rpm for
15 s and 4000 rpm for 60 s, respectively. During the second spin-coating
step at 30 s, 0.5 ml of anhydrous chlorobenzene (Alfa Aesar) was
quickly dropped onto the surface of perovskite layer, then the substrate
was heated at 100 °C for 10min. After being cooled down, the [6,6]-
phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) solution (10mg/ml in
chlorobenzene) was spin-coated at 1200 rpm to form a 40-nm thick film
on top of the perovskite layer. Finally, A 3-nm thick AgAl, different
nominal thicknesses of Au and LiF spacer, and 100-nm thick AgAl
electrode were sequentially deposited by thermal evaporation with a
base pressure of 3×10−4 Pa using a shadow mask of 0.1 cm2. The
weight ratio (wt%) of Al to Ag in the AgAl alloy, purchased from
Trillion Metals Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China), is 3 wt%. A mask with an
aperture area of 0.09 cm2 was used for the current density-voltage (J-V)
characteristic measurement to avoid the edge effect.

The J-V characteristics of PSCs were measured with a Keithley 2440
SourceMeter together with a Newport solar simulator with an AM1.5G
illumination of 100mW/cm2 calibrated with a standard silicon re-
ference cell. The incident-photon-to-current conversion efficiencies
(IPCEs) of the PSCs were measured over the wavelength range from 300

Fig. 1. Schematic graph of PSCs with AgAl-Au composite NPs modified elec-
trode.
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to 800 nm using a Newport Optical Power Meter 2936-R controlled by
TracQ Basic software, where the baseline were calibrated with a de-
tector (model 71683 v3, Oriel Instruments). The electrochemical im-
pedance spectra (EIS) were measured in the dark using an electro-
chemical workstation (Autolab PGSTAT302 N). The absorption and
reflectivity spectra of samples were measured using a UV/vis spectro-
photometer (Hitachi U-3900). The surface morphologies of samples
were investigated by field-emission scanning electron microscopy
(FESEM, Hitachi S-4800). Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS)
spectra were measured with a monochromatic He I light source
(21.22 eV) and a VG Scienta R4000 analyzer.

3. Results and discussion

The white island-shaped composite nanoparticles of AgAl and Au
were clearly formed due to the aggregation of AgAl and Au during the
thermal evaporation, as shown in Fig. 2a. The sizes of most of the metal
island NPs were about 20–50 nm, indicating that the relatively uniform
distribution of AgAl-Au island-like NPs can be achieved by simple
thermal evaporation, which can produce localized surface plasmon
resonance effects in solar cells.

The plasmon effects of AgAl and Au composite NPs can be adjusted
by thermally evaporating different thicknesses of Au film, as shown in
Fig. 2b. The broad light absorption range of AgAl-Au composite NPs is
different from the absorption of those small sized Au and Ag nano-
particles formed by the chemical synthesis [33]. The red light wave-
length is obviously enhanced with increasing Au film and the surface
resonance wavelength range of AgAl and Au composite NPs are wi-
dened due to their good complementarities of plasmon resonance

wavelength. However, the plasmon effects such as wavelength and re-
sonance intensity of AgAl/Au NPs in realistic perovskite solar cells are
different from that of AgAl/Au NPs in Fig. 2b, because the covered LiF
isolating layer and almost adjacent AgAl electrode can change the
surrounding medium of metal NPs. To simulate the plasmon effects of
NPs in solar cells, the absorption spectra of AgAl and Au composite NPs
simulating full cathode structures of PSCs are shown in Fig. 2c. A 10-nm
thick Al electrode instead of a AgAl electrode was evaporated onto the
LiF spacer in the simulated structure to avoid the surface plasmon re-
sonance (SPR) effects of AgAl films [13]. The absorption intensity of
wavelength range from 650 nm to 800 nm are obviously reduced
compared to that of metal NPs from Fig. 2b, indicating that the plasmon
effects of metal NPs in full structures cathode have been obviously
changed. When Al was directly evaporated onto AgAl and Au composite
NPs, the plasmon effects of the AgAl and Au composite NPs are almost
disappeared due to the energy dissipation and inserting a 1-nm thick
LiF spacer layer can well retain its plasmon resonance characteristics,
indicating that this engineered cathode is an efficient way to retain the
desirable plasmonic features of AgAl and Au composite NPs and lead to
absorption and photocurrent enhancement in perovskite solar cells
[26]. The absorption of perovskite film is obviously enhanced by the
deposition of metal NPs, as shown in Fig. 2d, although this result cannot
be simply interpreted as enhanced absorption by the perovksite layer.
The long absorption wavelength range from 600 nm to 800 nm of per-
ovskite film covered with AgAl and Au composite NPs compared to
AgAl NPs is further increased, indicating that the widen plasmon re-
sonance wavelength for AgAl-Au composite NPs helps to improve the
whole light absorption of perovskite film [34].

To investigate the effects of incorporating plasmonic structures into

Fig. 2. (a) SEM image of AgAl(3)/Au(2) composite NPs thermally evaporated on top of the glass/ITO substrate. (b) Absorption spectra of AgAl(3)/Au(x) NPs onto
glass/ITO substrate. (c) Absorption spectra of AgAl(3)/Au(2) NPs isolated from metal electrode with different thick LiF spacer, where simulating electrode structure
glass/ITO/AgAl(3)/Au(2)/LiF(y)/Al(10). (d) Absorption spectra of perovskite/PCBM layer evaporated without and with AgAl/Au composite NPs and LiF spacer. The
numbers in parentheses indicate the average layer thicknesses in nanometers.
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the electrode on the PCEs of PSCs, we fabricated sets of seven types of
cells. The average parameters and standard deviations of these types of
cells are summarized in Table 1. Fig. 3a shows best J-V curves of PSCs
with different nominal thicknesses of Au film. The optimized nominal
thicknesses of AgAl and LiF spacer layers are 3 nm and 1 nm, respec-
tively. The thicknesses of Au film are varied from 0 to 3 nm to obtain
AgAl and Au composite NPs. The best J-V curves of PSCs varied with LiF
thicknesses of 0.5–2 nm are also shown in Fig. 3b. Here, PSCs without
LiF modified layer were chosen as the control cells to clearly show LiF
functions such as reduced work function and improving contact prop-
erties, besides isolating function. While J-V curves and IPCE spectra of
perovskite solar cells with and without LiF modified layer are shown in
Fig. S1 and Table S1 in the Supporting Information to clearly evaluate
the performance of PSCs with and without LiF modified layer. The
average efficiencies of PSCs with and without LiF modified layer are
respectively 15.52% and 15.16%, indicating that PSCs incorporated
with LiF show slightly improved PCE compared to PSCs without LiF
modified layer, but still far lower than that of PSCs incorporated with
AgAl/Au nano-particles. The best PSCs with the electrode structure of
AgAl(3 nm)/Au(2 nm)/LiF(1 nm)/AgAl(100 nm) got PCE=17.02%,
which is 11.10% higher than PCE (15.32%) of the control cells. The
serial resistance (Rs) value of PSCs is gradually increased to 60.8Ω from
43.5Ω as the thickness of LiF layer is increased to 2 nm from 1 nm
because the thicker LiF spacer can serve as insulators which inhibit
electron extraction at the cathode [35]. The best PCE of PSCs with AgAl
(3)/Au(2)/LiF(1)/AgAl(100) is attributed to the higher photocurrent
and fill factor, which is possibly due to the enhanced absorption of
perovksite layer and the improved electron transport and extraction
efficiencies.

The plasmon enhanced effects can usually be observed by the in-
cident photon-to-electron conversion efficiency (IPCE) spectra [13,30].
The IPCE spectra of three typical types of PSCs with and without AgAl
and Au composite NPs are shown in Fig. 4a. The photocurrent of PSCs

with metal NPs is obviously enhanced compared to the control PSCs.
Furthermore, the photocurrent of PSCs with AgAl and Au composite
NPs compared to single AgAl NPs is obviously widened and enhanced in
the light absorption range from 400 nm to 700 nm. This can be more
clearly observed by plotting the enhanced △IPCE values as a function
wavelength, where the △IPCE is equal to (IPCEplasmonic-IPCEcontrol)/
IPCEcontrol, as shown in Fig. 4b. The enhanced relative △IPCE curve
roughly matches the absorption spectra profiles of AgAl-Au composite
NPs/LiF/Al, indicating that plasmon effects of AgAl-Au composite NPs
can greatly induce improvements in the PCEs of PSCs due to its widened
and improved light absorption [24,30].

The serious hysteresis phenomena of perovskite solar cells can
usually be observed when PSCs meet some typical problems such as the
unbalanced charge transportation and accumulation inside the per-
ovskite layer, the inferior grain quality of perovskite, ion migration,
ferroelectricity, inferior carrier transport and collection ability, etc
[4,36–39]. While superior structures of PSCs can greatly inhibit the
hysteresis effect, which help to judge and improve the performance of
cells [9,22]. The J-V curves of three typical types of PSCs with forward
and reverse scans at a scanning rate of 0.1 V/s are shown in Fig. 5, and
the detailed photovoltaic parameters are summarized in Table 2. The
PCEs of PSCs with AgAl(3)/Au(2)/LiF(1) for reverse and forward scans
are respectively 16.76% and 16.64%, which yielded a difference of
0.7% in PCE values, indicating the neglected hysteresis effect. Con-
sidering the similar procedures for NiOx, perovskite and PCBM layers,
the neglected hysteresis effect of PSCs with AgAl and Au composite NPs
would be ascribed to less carrier accumulation due to the improved
carrier transport and extraction ability.

To demonstrate the improved carrier transport and exaction ability
for complex electrode structure of AgAl(3)/Au(2)/LiF(1)/AgAl(100),
the Jph - Veff curves of three typical types of PSCs were measured, as
shown in Fig. 6a. Jph is defined as Jph= JL-JD, where JL and JD are the
current densities under illumination and in the dark, respectively. Veff is
determined as Veff=V0-Va, where V0 is the voltage at which Jph= 0
and Va is the applied bias voltage. Generally, the saturated photo-
current (Jsat) is correlated with the maximum exciton generation rate,
exciton dissociation probability, and carrier transport and collection
probabilities [P(E,T)] in the high Veff range. The P(E,T) at any effective
voltage can be directly obtained from the ratio of Jph/Jsat [13,27,40].
The P(E,T) of PSCs with AgAl-Au composite NPs was increased to
96.86% from 89.51% in control cells, indicating that LiF modified AgAl-
Au NPs complex electrode can efficiently improve electron transporting
and collection abilities of cells.

Impedance spectroscopy is a powerful technique to derive insights
into the interfacial properties and the charge carrier dynamics of PSCs
[41,42]. The different interface barrier between PCBM and AgAl

Table 1
Parameters of PSCs incorporated with different thicknesses of AgAl/Au com-
posite NPs and LiF spacer under AM 1.5G Illumination at 100mW/cm2.

AgAl/Au/
LiF (nm)

JSC (mA/cm2) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) Rs (Ω)

0/0/0 19.64 ± 0.42 1.05 ± 0.01 73.5 ± 0.4 15.16 ± 0.16 66.4
3/0/1 20.04 ± 0.34 1.05 ± 0.01 75.5 ± 0.2 15.99 ± 0.11 50.6
3/1/1 20.62 ± 0.23 1.05 ± 0.01 75.6 ± 0.2 16.37 ± 0.12 46.8
3/2/1 21.29 ± 0.35 1.05 ± 0.01 75.4 ± 0.3 16.87 ± 0.15 43.5
3/3/1 20.82 ± 0.24 1.05 ± 0.01 74.3 ± 0.2 16.19 ± 0.12 55.0
3/2/0.5 20.85 ± 0.31 1.05 ± 0.01 75.0 ± 0.2 16.32 ± 0.14 49.0
3/2/2 20.17 ± 0.25 1.05 ± 0.01 75.6 ± 0.3 16.01 ± 0.11 60.8

Fig. 3. J-V curves of PSCs with different nominal thicknesses of AgAl and Au composite NPs. (a) Different Au layer thicknesses with electrode structure of AgAl(3)/Au
(x)/LiF(1)/AgAl(100) and (b) Different LiF spacer thicknesses with electrode structure of AgAl(3)/Au(2)/LiF(y)/AgAl(100). The control PSCs presented was only
100-nm thick AgAl electrode and without LiF modified layer. The numbers in parentheses indicate the average layer thicknesses in nanometers.
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electrode is expected to affect carrier accumulation and transportation,
resulting in differences in the device capacitance. Fig. 6b shows the
impedance spectra of three types of PSCs measured in a frequency range
of 0.1–106 Hz at forward bias voltage of 0.9 V under dark condition. The
impedance plots of the control cells exhibits an arc in the fourth
quadrant at the low frequency range, indicating the negative capaci-
tance exists in PSCs. The negative capacitive behavior of cells with LiF
modified AgAl-Au composite NPs is disappeared, indicating that the
electron carrier accumulation of PSCs is greatly reduced due to the
improved contact properties for AgAl(3)/Au(2)/LiF(1)/AgAl(100)
electrode, which supports the conclusion of the reduced carrier accu-
mulation at the interface drawn from its neglected hysteresis effect.

To further illustrate the reduced contact barrier for LiF modified
AgAl-Au composite NPs, the values of work function for AgAl and Au

composite NPs with and without LiF modification are shown in Fig. 7a.
The work function values of AgAl-Au composite NPs and pure AgAl NPs
are respectively 4.39 eV and 4.43 eV, which are larger than the Fermi
energy (EF 4.14 eV) of PCBM layer. However, the work function values
of single AgAl NPs and AgAl-Au composite NPs modified with LiF
spacer layer was greatly decreased and obtained 4.03 eV and 4.18 eV,
respectively. Considering metal electrode is AgAl, this means that LiF as
isolating layer between AgAl-Au composite NPs and AgAl metal elec-
trode can also reduce the work function of AgAl electrode, which can
further decrease the contact barrier and help to improve electron
transport and extraction abilities. The schematic graph of energy level
alignment is shown in Fig. 7b. The reduced work function values for
AgAl-Au composite NPs and AgAl metal electrode due to the effect of
LiF modification can form the synergism effect to reduce the contact
barrier of metal electrode and improve carrier transport and collection
ability, which partly contribute to the enhanced PCE of PSCs.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, the plasmonic performance of PSCs with AgAl-Au
composite NPs modified with LiF spacer by thermal evaporation
method were investigated. The optimal PSCs with the structure of
glass/ITO/NiOx/perovskite/PCBM/AgAl(3)/Au(2)/LiF(1)/AgAl(100)
can reach 17.02% of PCE, which is obviously higher than PCE (15.32%)
of the control cells. The absorption spectra of AgAl-Au composite NPs
reveal a prominent increase in light absorption by the plasmon re-
sonance. The higher photocurrent and fill factors contribute to the
enhanced PCE of PSCs, which are primarily attributed to the enhanced
light absorption of perovskite layer and the improved electron transport
and extraction abilities. The obviously reduced work function of AgAl-
Au composite NPs and AgAl electrode due to the effect of LiF mod-
ification further support the improved contact properties between
PCBM and AgAl electrode. The strategy of AgAl-Au composite NPs
isolated from AgAl metal electrode with ultra-thin LiF spacer is an ef-
fective method to obtain high efficiency perovksite solar cells because
of its composite functions for inhibiting energy dissipation of plasmon
effects and reducing contact barrier of metal electrode.
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Fig. 4. (a) IPCE spectra of three typical types of PSCs with electrode structure AgAl(3)/Au(x)/LiF(1)/AgAl(100). (b) Enhanced △IPCE values were normalized with
respect to that of the control cell with only 100-nm thick AgAl electrode and without LiF modified layer. The numbers in parentheses indicate the average layer
thicknesses in nanometers.

Fig. 5. The J-V curves of three typical types of PSCs with forward and reverse
scans at a scanning rate of 0.1 V/s.

Table 2
Parameters of three typical types of PSCs with forward and reverse scans under
1.5G Illumination at 100mW/cm2.

AgAl/Au/LiF (nm) Scan direction JSC (mA/cm2) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%)

000 Reverse 19.64 1.05 73.5 15.21
Forward 19.37 1.05 70.9 14.48

301 Reverse 20.60 1.05 74.1 16.03
Forward 20.61 1.05 68.8 14.97

321 Reverse 21.20 1.05 75.3 16.76
Forward 21.19 1.05 74.8 16.64
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data related to this article can be found at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.orgel.2018.05.020.
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